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EASTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
EASTON, MA 

 
EASTON SCHOOL COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 

Thursday, September 3, 2020 
 

Minutes of the Virtual School Committee Meeting, September 3, 2020, Virtual Meeting via             
Zoom convened at 5:05 p.m. Present by roll call: Nancy De Luca, Jacqueline Weisman,              
Caroline O’Neill, Jennifer Starr, and Michelle Durrance. 
 
Also in Attendance: 
Dr. Lisha Cabral, Superintendent; Crissy Pruitt; Assistant Superintendent: David Twombly,          
Director of Operations; Lynn Souza, Administrative Assistant to Dr. Cabral and School            
Committee Secretary; Joe Boerman from ECAT. 
 
Call Meeting to Order: 
Chair De Luca called the meeting to order per State of Emergency brought on by COVID-19                
pandemic, public bodies can meet remotely (Governor Baker’s March 12 Order). Easton’s            
boards with essential business will meet during the state of emergency remotely to maximize              
social distancing. Questions were sent via the Q&A. The meeting was recorded by ECAT and               
streaming live on Facebook. To use zoom you will need to download the Zoom application or                
use the link on the agenda.  
 
Executive Session RE:  Pursuant to M.G.L. c. 30A, §21 (a) 3 - To Discuss Strategy with 
Respect to Collective Bargaining for the Easton Educators Association (Unit A): 
Chair DeLuca made a motion to enter into Executive Session and will to return to Open Session                 
for the purpose of discussing strategy with respect to collective bargaining for the Easton              
Educators Association Unit A and stated, that in her opinion, having this discussion in public               
would be detrimental to the bargaining position of the School Committee. Ms. O’Neill seconded              
the motion, with a roll call vote of 5-0, the Committee entered into Executive Session at 5:07                 
p.m. 
 
Return to Open Session: 
The Committee returned to Open Session at 6:02 p.m. 
 
Minutes: 7/28/2020: 
On a motion by Ms. Starr, seconded by Ms. Weisman, with a roll call vote of 5-0, the Committee 
approved the minutes of 7/28/2020. 
 
Approval of Lucini In-District Special Education Contract: 
David Twombly, Director of Operations presented the in district special education transportation            
contract with Lucini Bus Lines. He noted that the cost of the vans increased by $25.00 and is                  
now at $275.00 per van per day. Mr. Twombly added that Lucini transports the regular               
education transportation and now transports the in district special education students. 
A discussion took place. 
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On a motion by Chair De Luca, seconded by Ms. Weisman, with a roll call vote of 5-0, the                   
Committee approved the in-district Special Education Contract with Lucini. 
 
Approval of Hat Creek Outfit HVAC Sales: 
Mr. Twombly presented a contract with Hat Creek Outfit HVAC Sales. He noted that Hat Creek                
Outfit HVAC Sales is on the Mass Higher Education Consortium bid list; therefore, the district is                
getting the best price. 
 
On a motion by Ms. O’Neill, seconded by Ms. Weisman, with a roll call vote of 5-0, the                  
Committee approved the Hat Creek Outfit HVAC Sales contract. 
 
Possible Discussion and Vote on School Level Plans: 
Dr. Cabral said that the principals are working to get their building plans ready. She noted the                 
principals had to wait for the School Reopening Plan to be accepted by the state and School                 
Committee before they started preparing their building plans. The building plans have been             
provided to the School Committee members and require their approval prior to releasing to the               
public. Dr. Cabral noted that the School Committee members received PDF versions; however,             
the public will be receiving live google documents as they will be because the information is fluid                 
and many changes are still happening. Another example is that the scheduling is still taking               
place and information is changing literally everyday. Equipment and curriculum changes will be             
included as well and people should be checking these plans regularly.  
Ms. Pruitt clarified that the PK-2 plans for kindergarten listed 12:30-1:40 for lunch and dismissal               
and obviously that is an extremely long timeline for lunch and dismissal. These schedules are               
representative of all three schools, two of the schools have staggered dismissals and one does               
not so that is where that time frame is represented. She added that some services for students                 
on IEPs might be utilized during that time and developmentally it was important for students at                
home. She said three hours is enough time to be on a screen and leaves time to have                  
interactions with some students in person. They might be eating lunch outside so they need               
transition time to walk outside, to wash their hands, and to ensure everything is sanitized. Ms.                
Pruitt said after speaking with staff, they added in a time block that states “in person small                 
group, lunch and dismissal,” which adds some flexibility in that time block until they get more                
comfortable with the schedule.  
Chair De Luca opened it up for questions from the Committee members. 
Ms. O’Neill asked for clarification on the PK-2 plans and she came up with 3 hours and 40                  
minutes of time on learning.  
Dr. Cabral noted that the afternoon time is also time on learning and that the district meets the                  
time on learning guidelines.  She said the students don’t have recess. 
Ms. Pruitt said that the school schedules provide a lot of information that they typically don’t                
provide in class schedules. They have added time for arrival and dismissal and the routines for                
health and practice can account towards time on learning for the primary grades. She added               
that remote students are logging on at 9:30 because all hands are on deck for arrival; however,                 
the time may be adjusted throughout the weeks. 
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Ms. Weisman said in the OA Plan, letter G. Density and Distance under Classroom Distancing,               
“the vast majority of students will be separated by SIX feet, and so every other desk will be                  
used during this time. In the rare instances where capacity exceeds the recommended 6 ft               
increments, DESE accepted 3 ft increments will be met.” She asked if, at this point, Dr. Cabral                 
is aware of any of those situations. 
Dr. Cabral responded that she is not aware of any that would create close contact which means                 
within 6 feet for more than 15 minutes.  
Chair De Luca thanked the principals, vice principals, and secretaries and anyone else             
responsible for making the packets up.  She noted that a lot of continuity in all six packets. 
Ms. O’Neill commented on the introductory statements and complemented Ann Weintrob of            
Center School on the following statement: “Students are best served in the classroom. While              
this plan provides the best that can be offered under the circumstances, the ultimate goal               
remains the safe return of all students to the classroom for in-person learning.”  
 
Ms. Weisman agreed with the comments about the packets, they are very comprehensive and              
she thanked everyone. 
 
On a motion by Chair De Luca, seconded by Ms. Weisman, with a roll call vote of 5-0, the                   
Committee accepted the reopening plans. 
 
Professional Status Recommendations: 
Dr. Cabral explained that Professional Status is a milestone, a teacher must complete three full               
years of service, be recommended by their principal and supported by the Superintendent of              
Schools to be offered Professional Status. She added that it is welcoming them to the               
permanent family in the district and they were successfully mentored by a professional trained              
mentor in the district.  The following have been recommended for Professional Status: 

● Jennifer Costa, Adjustment Counselor at Richardson Olmsted 
● Abigail Boyd, Guidance Counselor at Easton Middle School 
● Heather Conly, Social Studies Teacher at Easton Middle School 
● Heather Duquette, Adjustment Counselor at Easton Middle School 
● Amanda Schleicher, Math Teacher at Oliver Ames High School. 

Chair De Luca congratulated the recipients. 
 
Reopening Update: 
Dr. Cabral said that the district has begun Professional Development and is in phase two. She                
said that the staff had one day of introductory followed by ten professional development days               
that include technology strategies, teaching hybrid and remote, cleaning protocols, safety           
protocols for COVID, how to identify symptomatic students, and if a mask meets the guidelines.               
Offerings include a major focus of the district on race equity and social emotional offerings as                
well. She noted that the district has students that have been in a sustained state of trauma for 6                   
months and what signs to look for in students who may be in need of more attention. She said                   
tweaks are being made to welcoming students in the buildings for September 17th. Dr. Cabral               
said the federal government has put out the opportunity for meal waivers. They have allocated               
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funds to continue until the end of this calendar year. Advocates are pushing to have this                
extended through the end of the school year. She noted that districts had to apply for this                 
program and Easton is waiting for approval. She said the program includes breakfast and lunch               
at no charge. She noted that the district continues to work on a stop and start protocols with the                   
Board of Health. She said the system that has been disseminated by the Governor has some                
flaws of where the data comes from and there has been a lot of questions regarding the Town of                   
Easton going from green to yellow. Dr. Cabral noted that Easton has a University in Town,                
assisted living, nursing homes, and potentially the spike could be centralized in one of those               
locations. She noted that she is working with the Board of Health to get an intern on board to                   
facilitate the contact tracing working with the Board of Health and the School Department. She               
said if a student is tested positive for COVID, every person who came into contact within 6 feet                  
for 15 minutes with that person in the last 48 hours will be contacted. She said she is looking to                    
put information in a shareable document in collaboration with the CDC and Board of Health. 
Ms. Weisman stated that the Committee passed the Face Coverings Policy and along with the               
policy are guidelines that are more specific and can be tweaked as needed. She asked that the                 
Committee review the guidelines. 
Chair De Luca noted that the Committee received information from Bill Matthews, Athletic             
Director and that the soccer players will be using the neck gaiters. 
Dr. Cabral said she spoke to Jeff Benson regarding outdoor instrument playing and the              
guidelines for soccer illustrated that if the players are 6 feet or more apart, they can take the                  
mask down and put it back up when someone approaches them. She noted that the physical                
action of up and down you want them to cover up quickly. She said it is important that an                   
appropriate 2 ply fabric gaiter would be not only effective but potentially safer. The nurses have                
done a presentation assessing the masks or face coverings and whether they are appropriate or               
not. 
A discussion took place regarding gaiters. 
Ms. Starr said she would support allowing gaiters if they had multi layers and met the face                 
coverings protocols. 
Ms. O’Neill said she would be opposed to students wearing gaiters all day; however, she would                
allow athletes to wear them and for outdoor music classes. 
Dr. Cabral pointed out that if the district did not allow gaiters it would be very complicated to tell                   
every visiting athletic team that they couldn’t wear them. 
Ms. Durrance said she is in support of gaiters. 
Ms. Weisman echoed Ms. O’Neill’s concerns. 
 
Valerie Frank, 158 Elm - “One test many people use is to determine if a mask is ok is a simple                     
test. If you blow through it and can blow out a candle held close by. Not suggesting pyromania                  
at school basically if you can blow through the mask and feel the air come through the mask                  
isn’t good enough. Many gaiters do not pass this test. Gaiters are also hard to talk with since                  
they are literally stuck to your mouth.” 
Chair De Luca said that her opinion for now is that in school no gaiters, outdoors they may wear                   
gaiters. 
Ms. Starr added a comment pertaining to the gaiters. She said that Ms. Weisman had added                
language that would allow for alternatives that were discussed on a case by case basis with                
building principals in terms of students with disabilities. She said that she has heard from a                
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special education parent that they have invested in high quality double layered gaiters with              
filters with ear loops and that those are most comfortable for their little ones and that their kids                  
use them successfully. She wanted to make sure that in terms of gaiters, it would not prohibit                 
some students on a case by case basis for a special education student.  
Ms. O’Neill clarified that it would not and she thanked Ms. Weisman on her work around face                 
coverings. 
Chair De Luca said that she wanted to get a sense of which direction the Committee wanted to                  
go regarding the face coverings and that  a vote will not be taken at this meeting. 
Ms. Weisman stated that she could tweak the language in the guidelines for the next meeting. 
 
Lauren Loomis, 4 Abbey Road - “Can you please confirm if mask lanyards can be used? They                 
are really helpful especially for the younger kids so that their masks don’t get lost, misplaced,                
soiled, or contaminated during mask breaks.” 
Dr. Cabral responded yes; however, they recommend that they can break away should it get               
caught on something.  
Ms. Durrance suggested adding it to the guidelines. 
 
Ken flanagan 1 Old Colony Road, Mansfield - “Do these face mask guidelines, specifically the               
use of gaiters apply to staff as well?” 
Chair De Luca responded yes. 
Ms. Durrance said she has received a lot of questions about desk washing, which of the schools                 
are doing the desk washing particularly at the high school and loss of time on learning. She                 
asked if the kids are sharing water or wearing gloves. 
Dr. Cabral responded that one of the things she would like to remind people regarding time on                 
learning and about how much time is going to be spent on certain things. The district is aware                  
of time on learning and that it is something that happens throughout the school year. She noted                 
that this September will not look like any other September in past school years. Some things                
are more important right now like keeping the students and staff safe, making sure they are                
feeling comfortable, and assessing them socially and emotionally. She added that she wants             
people to be aware that the first few weeks of school will center around what the staff is learning                   
right now, new cleaning protocols, self care, and socially conscious decision making that keeps              
ourselves and others safe in our environment. Dr. Cabral said she is confident that the district                
will get the required amount of time on learning throughout the school year. She said the district                 
purchased spray bottles that the custodial staff will prepare with soapy water and the staff               
member will walk up and down the aisles spraying down the seats and desks and the students                 
will wipe it off with a paper towel. It is a gentle non toxic dish detergent food grade that is                    
purposely chosen because of the lipid envelope of the COVID virus and the fact that soap cuts                 
the lipid barrier by not having that envelope any longer kills the virus. She added that it is                  
extremely effective and least concerning in terms of chemicals for students.  
Ms. O’Neill mentioned that disinfectants should never be sprayed on masks because it can              
cause respiratory problems; therefore, it should be noted in the guidelines. 
Chair De Luca said the next School Committee meeting is scheduled for September 10th via               
Zoom and the first day for students is September 17th.  
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Public Comment: 
Dinelle Eaton, 7 Kilsyth Road - “Is there an app being used for the morning wellness checklist                 
parents will be expected to do for their children before they go to school, if not how will parents                   
and staff be held accountable for completing this morning wellness check? For example, some              
of the private schools are using an app and if a student’s wellness checklist has not been                 
completed and or they are not green or healthy based on the checklist criteria, students are not                 
admitted to school until they are checked by the school nurse.” 
Dr. Cabral responded that the district is not currently using an app everyone of those systems                
do rely on an honor system. She said we are using the same checklist that is used for after                   
school activities and sports. She said that Dinelle is right, it is very dependent on our social                 
compact with one another and by keeping each other safe. She added that by wearing a mask                 
it is keeping yourself and others safe. 
 
Valerie Frank, 158 Elm - “Is it clear that parents will only be informed of COVID positive case                  
person being near their child within 6 feet for more than 15 minutes, does that mean you will not                   
be informed if your child is in the same class as the child who was positive but not sitting near                    
them. Don’t droplets and aerosols move throughout the room? Trying to understand exactly             
what we will have a right to know when there is a COVID positive child or adult in the same                    
class as our child.” 
Dr. Cabral responded that it is frustrating for everyone as there is no cut and dry metric for that                   
scenario. She noted that it depends on many factors and that the district abides by health care                 
professionals recommendations and that she cannot violate privacy laws. She said they will err              
on the side of caution. 
 
Christy McDonagh, 14 Cedar Drive - “As parents can we donate any cleaning supplies soap,               
bleach, wipes, hand sanitizer, tissues, paper towels, etc to classrooms?” 
Dr. Cabral said that is extremely generous and very much appreciated; however, it depends on               
the product. She said she is meeting with the principals tomorrow and they will discuss this.                
She suggested reaching out to the building principal as they can provide more information. She               
added that some schools may not have the room to store large quantities of supplies at the                 
moment and the buildings have specific fire codes that they must adhere to for the storage of                 
hand sanitizer so a school may not be in the position to accept a donation of hand sanitizer if                   
they are at capacity. She noted that anything like hand sanitizer that has chemicals or wipes for                 
example, the district has to have on file a MSDS sheet that details every chemical component                
that we use in the district. She added that people who are willing to donate would have to take                   
from a specific list that we have in our buildings.  
 
Paul Rohr, 11 Lincoln Street - “Following up on Valerie’s question, at what frequency or level of                 
detail will the district be reporting case counts like we’ve seen from colleges? Will this only be                 
district wide or per building?” 
Dr. Cabral responded that it depends. If the district knows that a student was out when exposed                 
and received a positive test but was not in school 48 hours when symptomatic there would have                 
to be a value added compromising someone’s privacy, if there is no chance of exposure or risk,                 
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she would not want to take the risk of possibly identifying the student for example, one student                 
from a classroom was out, the rest of the class would know who it was. 
 
Superintendent’s Notes: 
Dr. Cabral said that the Department of Education is in collaboration with the MIIA regarding               
sports and that the School Committee will need to vote to decide if remote learners can                
participate in athletics. She noted that the item will be added to an upcoming meeting agenda.                
She said the vote would also include allowing remote students to participate in outside activities               
such as band practice and performances outside.  
Ms. Durrance said that she would support remote learners participating in athletics. 
Ms. Starr agreed and noted that attendance should be taken for contact tracing and that               
regardless of whether the student is remote or hybrid, they are part of the school community. 
Ms. O’Neill said she agreed as well; however, kids who are enrolled and part of an outside                 
remote program district which is not part of Easton Public Schools would not be participating in                
the district’s sports. 
Dr. Cabral noted that the two approved Massachusetts Virtual School districts are Greenfield             
Academy and TECCA. She added that homeschooled plans need to be accepted by the              
Easton Public Schools and that they are not considered to be public or private schools. She                
said that the Committee by law, is not required to have homeschooled students participate in               
school activities and that the Committee allowed homeschooled students participate in school            
activities.  
Ms. Pruitt added that students in private schools are not allowed to participate in Easton Public                
Schools activities. 
The Committee supported having remote students participate in school activities. 
 
Assistant Superintendent’s Notes: 
Ms. Pruitt provided an update on Chromebooks and how there is a world wide shortage. She                
said 2,200 Chromebooks in the district and should be receiving a shipment next week thanks to                
John Sousa.  
Ms. Durrance asked what the process is for people who currently have a district chromebook in                
their possession.  
Ms. Pruitt said the technology department will reach out to people who have a chromebook and                
have them sign an Acceptable Use of Technology Policy. 
Dr. Cabral added that the technology department has a list of everyone who was given a                
chromebook. 
Ms. Durrance asked about computer updates on the chromebooks and what the procedure is. 
Ms. Pruitt said that the district is looking to purchase a system to push out updates automatically                 
funded through the COVID relief CARES Act. Ms. Pruitt thanked two speakers who will be               
coming to the district speaking on social emotional needs, Dr. Robert Brooks, a highly              
acclaimed psychiatrist and Theresa Davenport did the legwork to bring him to the district and               
that she is excited to hear him speak. He will be speaking on resilience in the face of COVID                   
19. She noted that the district has a wonderful relationship with Raising Multicultural Kids and               
works collaboratively with the Easton Public Schools. Ms. Pruitt said that RMK worked with              
Latesha Fussel from Stonehill and due to the wonderful session RMK had with Ms. Fussel, the                
district will be bringing Ms. Fusel to speak to the staff around social justice. She noted the                 
importance of the partnerships and how appreciative the district is of bringing the best of the                
best to the district.  
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School Committee’s Notes: 
Ms. O’Neill said she listened to Dr. Cabral’s Opening Day Address and she said that it was very                  
upbeat in the face of an extremely challenging time. She added that Chair De Luca made the                 
perfect welcoming comment. She said a friend had sent her a document from their own child’s                
school and that it is something that Dr. Cabral has touched upon several times. She said it was                  
along the line of protecting each other in our communities and one of the sentences was, “we                 
must all weigh our individual choices against the risks those choices pose for others.” She               
continued that we are seeing nationally a lot of new cases being traced to ceremonies, get                
togethers, parties, weddings, BBQs in the backyard and every one of these add up and we want                 
our children to be back in school along with our staff safely and that will not be possible if people                    
do not weigh their choices.  Everything that everyone is doing is affecting the rest of us. 
Ms. Starr expressed her thanks to the Special Services Department for the three events that               
were set up in the past week for community or special ed support. She said there was a                  
webinar last week by MASK Support which is a statewide coalition for mental health providers.               
She said the keynote was Dr. Kristan Braveworth and thanked Theresa Skinner for sharing it               
out to the district. She said there were 800 people on the call and it was very valuable. Ms.                   
Starr said there was a SEPAC town hall that she was not able to attend and there was the first                    
of the two broader community support sessions for social emotional health by Dr. Naami Turk               
Tuesday night that was well attended and valuable information. She encouraged people to tune              
into the next session on September 14th. She said she has been running into some staff                
around town and it is great to see positive response and excitement about being back in the                 
building and seeing their colleagues.  
Chair De Luca said she enjoyed the webinar with Dr. Braveworth. She said that she has had a                  
lot of questions from people about the new school. 
Dr. Cabral said that we are finishing up the design phase and they continued to work remotely                 
during the closure.  It goes out to bid in December for construction. 
Chair De Luca said she attended a MASC meeting on August 31st about communication. She               
said it was nice to hear from people across the state. The opening address was very good and                  
she enjoyed the video of “Kid Superintendent.” She said she attended graduation and Harrison              
Webster and other speeches were very good. The next meeting will take place on September               
10th via Zoom. 
 
Adjournment: 
On a motion by Ms. Durrance, seconded by Ms. O’Neill, with a roll call vote of 5-0, the                  
Committee adjourned at 8:26 p.m. 
 
 
 
Minutes Recorded by, 
 
Lynn Souza 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Lisha Cabral 
Secretary  
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